
Building a Tiny House on Wheels 

1. Trailer 

We chose a trailer made by the Dutch company Vlemix, made of galvanised steel. On its four 
wheels it was delivered by a French dealer, registered, with brakes, handbrake and rear lights. 
Also delivered were 40 stainless steel U-bolts of 20cm length. Inside dimension of these brackets 
is 4,5 cm, which fits the trailer’s frame. Unfortunately they came without counter plates and 
screws. Both we were able to source locally, also of stainless steel. To protect against bad 
weather, splashing water and stone chipping a galvanised perforated sheet of metal was installed 
on the frame. We removed the screws, because metal sheet, floor frame and plywood underfloor 
will be held in place by these U-bolts. 

A coating of bitumen, a layer of fibre glas and a second coating of bitumen was applied  
to the perforated metal sheet. After proper drying we added the under floor, made of 15mm 
marine quality plywood and treated with wood preservative and linseed oil. The overlapping  
2 cm milled plywood edges, which connect the floor sheets, we glued and waterproofed in one 
go with the same flexible bitumen product. Combining bitumen and wood is a compromise 
which causes us headaches. However, no suitable natural glue was found, which - both, elastic 
and waterproof - can be applied to large surfaces. 

2. Glues 

Found on the Internet: "...if the imposed stress exceeds about 20% of the breaking stress, the life 
of the connection decreases exponentially with the intensity of the stress when it is permanently 
imposed…" Question. Since a tiny house on wheels in transport is exposed to stresses, the 
question arises how to assess such stresses correctly. They occur selectively during transport. 
They also may occur under the pressure of winds and rains. Adhesives bonds used thus should 
be permanently elastic. Moisture seems to be the critical parameter: An adhesive bond loses 
90% of its ability to resist failure when saturated with water. Fortunately, on the one hand, water 
impregnation is reversible, i.e. the bond, provided it does not deteriorate, regains its original 
properties as soon as the moisture content returns to normal. On the other hand, water diffusion 
is slow. Final statement. Dependable predictions for the lifetime of modern adhesive bonds are 
not available …!...?  

Quoted from: http://culturesciences.chimie.ens.fr/content/le-collage-un-moyen-ancestral- 
moderne-et-durable-dassemblage-article-741#d0e704 



3. What Next ?  

A frame with room for windows, doors and latches, all cut of fresh spruce, was quickly assembled. 
Connected with metal corners, all was fixed in place with relatively short screws. In addition triple 
corners were installed. The structure looked promising, but for unknown reasons no one 
developed a sense of approval for it. The whole thing looked and felt flimsy. Slowly it dawned  
on us that we were about to build a little spaceship. Not to fly, but never to stand on solid ground 
either. And that changed everything.  

The first approach it turned out was based on this wrong thinking.     

So we went ahead and one by one replaced nearly all elements. The floor frame now is not from 
fresh spruce 5 x 7 cm, but made of seasoned pine 4,5 x 11 cm. It perfectly matches the trailer 
frame and U-brackets now fit tightly. Uprights are once more made of fresh spruce 5 x 7cm. With 
a  lowering of the roof were able to re-use the first set, giving them a new fit at the bottom. They 
now protrude 2,5 cm into the tiny house. 

Floor cross beams now are flush with uprights. A gap between uprights and the final floor permits 
to continuously insulate the bottom of the house. Insulation of walls and floor merge along the 
floor frame. Not in full thickness, but without interruption. All parts are put together with 



handmade joints and reenforced with with long screws. Construction begins in the front right 
corner with the saw dust toilet. From there the house grows one step at a time. Plans are made, 
materials are sourced. Details are discussed when due. In other words, all is ready to go. 


